A classy week-end in Piedmont
EXPLORE LANGHE AND PARTICIPATE TO THE
OPEN AIR CAR SHOW OF TURIN

Take part as a protagonist to GRAN PREMIO PARCO VALENTINO, the event that celebrates
the history of Italian automotive industry, held in Turin on June 23rd and discover the beauty
of Langhe area.
Experience a classy week-end in Piedmont, exploring Langhe area and participating as a
protagonist the emerging event in the automotive segment.
Packages including one supercar for 2 days, VIP pass to attend the Gran Premio and visit
the open air show on Sunday June 23rd, hotel accommodation for 2 nights in luxury hotel in
Langhe, assistance and concierge service.

> Friday June 21st, 2019
Arrival at Turin airport and private transfer to the luxury Boscareto Resort&Spa in the heart of
Langhe region.
Charming 5stars luxury hotel, dipped in the vineyards with breathtaking views across the Langhe
hills.
Our staff will be ready to welcome you in hotel together with your car ready for a glamorous weekend; you will be given road-maps roadmap with indications of emotional driving routes together
with suggestions on restaurants, locations and visits.
Furthermore, you will be given the kit to take part to the Sunday parade as well a VIP badge to
access the exclusive events organized in occasion of the Parco Valentino Car Show.

> Saturday June 22nd, 2019
Day at disposal to explore the Langhe, UNESCO World Heritage, cradle of great wines, where the
countryside is drawn with hilltop villages and the castles and with a significative eno-gastronomic
tradition.

> Sunday June 23rd, 2019
A day dedicate to the passion for engines and style, drive to Turin (your luggage will be transferred
separately and consigned you before reach the airport) to visit the Open Air Car Show Parco Valentino,
the event has become a landmark in the Italian automotive agenda, a unique opportunity to see the
premieres and new models exhibition of more than 50 brands within automobile manufacturers
and car designers. With your VIP badge you will be entitled to entry special happenings.
Join the Gran Premio Parco Valentino, the car parade celebrating the automotive industry.
A convoy made of precious supercars and classic cars, driven by the presidents and representatives
of prestigious brands such as Pagani, Giugiaro, Pininfarina, will parade through the streets of the city
centre, entirely closed to the traffic, among the usual sea of people, to arrive to Reggia di Venaria for
a stunning car display in the gardens, followed by lunch in the prestigious halls of Reggia di Venaria
Reale.
After lunch return drive to Turin to visit the open air car show (reserved VIP parking for your car);
drop-off of the car and meet with your chauffeur to be driven to the airport for your return flight.

> A classy week-end in Piedmont
Services Included
- 1 super car at disposal for 2 days
- 2 nights accommodation in double room deluxe with breakfast at Boscareto 5*
- n. 2 VIP pass to entry the special events organized at Parco Valentino, Open Air Car Show
- Vip reserved parking at Parco Valentino, Open Air Car Show
- Participation for 2 people to Gran Premio Parco Valenino on Sunday June 23rd (lunch included at
Reggia di Venaria) and dedicate Kit
- Transfers from/to Turin airport
- Roadmap with selected itineraries
- Assistance and concierge service
Not included: airfare, drinks and meals (except Sunday lunch), fuel for the car, any service not
indicated as included.

FERRARI 488 Spider or ASTON MARTIN DB11 pack starting from: 6.170 €
Km included: 450 - extra km: 4 € - deposit: 20.000 €
FERRARI Portofino pack starting from: 5.900 €
Km included: 450 - extra km: 3,50 € - deposit: 15.000 €
All rates are to be considered vat included and “starting from”, final price will be communicated after
hotel and services selection

